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NOKU Beach House

 

 

Best for: Young couples or groups of friends  

Sleeps: Up to 12 guests, six bedrooms  

 

Finding the balance between fun and luxurious is tricky, but the designers behind NOKU Beach House 

have it in spades with this tropical oasis—it even has its own radio station with music curated by some of 

the world's leading DJ's and a fully staffed commercial kitchen should guests decide to throw a soirée in 

the spacious shaded pool balé and dining area, which is furnished with Arabian style daybeds.  

 

All six bedrooms—including three with oceanfront views—boast exquisite linens, state-of-the-art sound 

systems and beautiful tropical bathrooms. The villa’s 27-metre swimming pool features shallow sunken 

areas for soaking up the sun and the property is just a stone’s throw from the beach, while a private walled 

spa with a mosaic-tiled plunge pool can be reached through a stunning colonnade featuring Japanese style 

ponds and a waterfall. 

 

Situated in bustling Seminyak, it's the perfect home base for exploring the area's world class restaurants 

and beach clubs.  

 

Find out more about NOKU Beach House 

http://www.nokubeachhouse.com/


 
 

 

Kaba Kaba Estate 

 

 

Best for: Those in search of space and serenity  

Sleeps: Up to 14 guests, eight bedrooms 

 

Looking to live like Balinese royalty? If so, it's hard to look past Kaba Kaba Estate, which sits over a 

sprawling 1.2 hectares of green, palm-tree dotted lawns on the southern coast of Bali.  

 

Its eight ensuite rooms—some of which sit in independent pavilions for guests looking for extra privacy—

are tastefully dressed in luxurious Balinese fabrics like silk and ikat. Theres's a luxuriously large pool, and 

various sitting areas throughout the property that make the most of the serene surroundings, encouraging 

guests to slow down and take it all in. 

 

The villa offers an extensive individually priced menu of Balinese, Indonesian, western, vegetarian and 

children’s meals prepared by a dedicated chef, while cocktails, wines and spirits, liqueurs and cigars are 

also available upon request. There's also a spa with two massage tables—plus two portable tables for 

poolside or in-room treatments—spa bath, private garden and balé. What more could you want from a 

holiday in Bali?  

 

Find out more about Kaba Kaba Estate 

https://www.kabakabaestate.com/


 
 

 

Villa Kayajiwa 

 

 

Best for: An insta-worthy hideout in the heart of it all 

Sleeps: Up to eight guests, four bedrooms  

 

The 'wow' factor hits instantly at this beautifully designed villa, situated an easy 20-minute walk from the 

beach in Canggu’s trendy Batu Bolong area. Villa Kayajiwa is built to entertain, from the industrial-chic 

design that surrounds an L-shaped pool to the furnished rooftop sun terrace with a barbeque pita dedicated 

and finally, a dedicated karaoke room. There are also tropical gardens overlooking rice fields, and it doesn't 

get more Bali than that.  

 

Inside, the four bedrooms are spectacularly decorated in rich hues and Balinese art, which is balanced by 

earthy tones for an artistic, contemporary aesthetic.  

 

Find out more about Villa Kayajiwa 

 

 

 

 

http://www.villakayajiwa.com/


 
 

 

Arnalaya Beach House 

 

 

Best for: Travellers partial to a more minimal aesthetic 

Sleeps: Up to 10 guests, five bedrooms  

 

Echoing its name, which means "rhythm of the waves" in Sanskrit, Arnalaya is a sophistcated modern 

sanctuary for beach lovers. 

 

The playfully designed outdoor areas are perfect for wandering the grounds or relaxing by the pool, while 

the interior's clean, earthy tones and textures of concrete, teak and terrazzo create an air of serenity—

striking the perfect balance of indoor and outdoor living that Bali is known and loved for.  

 

If keeping healthy and active while on holiday is imperative, Arnayala has its own private gym and tennis 

court. Oh, and did we mention that the villa has its very own herb garden?  

 

Find out more about Arnalaya Beach House  
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